Intera tion pi ture
In quantum me hani s, time evolution

an be treated in several equivalent ways:

S hrodinger pi ture: quantum states are time-dependent; their evolution is governed by the S hrodinger equation :

i
Its solution

d
|Ψ(t)i = Ĥ |Ψ(t)i .
dt

an be formally expressed in terms of an operator exponential:

|Ψ(t)i = e−iĤ(t−t0 ) |Ψ(t0 )i .
Quantum operators do not evolve with time:

â(t) = â(t0 ).

This renders the following evolution equation for observable matrix

elements:

aΦΨ (t) = hΦ(t)| â(t) |Ψ(t)i = hΦ(t0 )| eiĤ(t−t0 ) â(t0 )e−iĤ(t−t0 ) |Ψ(t0 )i .
It

an be argued that quantum states

ontain

omplete information about the system as a whole, and therefore exist beyond

spa e and time. The very question of whether states are obje tive (psi-onti
view) elements of reality is not

point of view) or subje tive (psi-epistemi

point of

urrently settled.

Thus the idea of them evolving with time ould be seen as ounter-intuitive. While this might be true, sin e the evolution
−iĤ(t−t0 )
is unitary, time translations orrespond to unitary linear maps on the spa e of states and therefore are
operator e
isomorphisms of the Hilbert spa e stru ture. It means that we are still able to talk about fundamental states of the system and
even prea h psi-epistemism.
Heisenberg pi ture: quantum states are universal and time-independent. Instead, quantum operators ( orresponding to the

same observable quantity) dier with time. Their evolution is governed by the Heisenberg equation, whi h is a spe ial
the

orresponden e between Poisson bra kets and

ase of

ommutators:

i

h
i
d
â(t) = â(t); Ĥ .
dt

Its solution is also given in terms of operator exponentials:

â(t) = eiĤ(t−t0 ) â(t0 )e−iĤ(t−t0 ) .
Inserting this into the denition of the observable matrix element, we arrive at the same formula as in the S hrodinger pi ture:

aΦΨ (t) = hΦ(t)| â(t) |Ψ(t)i = hΦ(t0 )| eiĤ(t−t0 ) â(t0 )e−iĤ(t−t0 ) |Ψ(t0 )i .
Here, yet another formalism is outlined. It is based on splitting of the Hamiltonian in two parts:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥint .
Su h splitting is, of

ourse, unphysi al. But it has proven useful, espe ially in perturbative

Intera tion pi ture:

quantum operators evolve a

omputations.

ording to the Heisenberg equation, but with

Ĥ0

(instead of the total

Hamiltonian) in the right-hand side:

i

h
i
d
â(t) = â(t); Ĥ0 ;
dt

â(t) = eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) â(t0 )e−iĤ0 (t−t0 ) .
Quantum states also evolve in time. The law, whi h governs this evolution, has to be

hosen su h that observable matrix elements

evolve in the same manner as in other pi tures. Su h evolution is given by the unitary operator

Û (t, t0 ) = eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) e−iĤ(t−t0 ) ;
|Ψ(t)i = Û (t, t0 ) |Ψ(t0 )i .
We

ould

he k the latter proposal by inserting the expression for

Û

in the matrix element:

aΦΨ (t) = hΦ(t)| â(t) |Ψ(t)i = hΦ(t0 )| Û † (t, t0 )eiĤ0 (t−t0 )
1

â(t0 )e−iĤ0 (t−t0 ) Û (t, t0 ) |Ψ(t0 )i = hΦ(t0 )| eiĤ(t−t0 ) e−iĤ0 (t−t0 ) eiĤ0 (t−t0 )
â(t0 )e−iH0 (t−t0 ) eiH0 (t−t0 ) e−iĤ(t−t0 ) |Ψ(t0 )i = hΦ(t0 )| eiĤ(t−t0 ) â(t0 )e−iĤ(t−t0 ) |Ψ(t0 )i ,
whi h is indeed exa tly what we would get in any other pi ture.

Relation to the Heisenberg pi ture
When working in intera tion pi ture, we must also keep tra k of Heisenberg-pi ture operators and states, be ause they dene
the observable matrix elements we want to
States and operators, subs ripted by

I,

al ulate. This is why an obuse of notation is used:

belong to the intera tion pi ture:

âI (t), |ΨI (t)i , ...
However, the same states and operators without the
with subs ripted quantities at
Instead of writing

ĤI int

t = t0 .

Thus

t0

I

plays a

subs ript belong to the Heisenberg pi ture. They (by denition)

for the intera tion Hamiltonian in the intera tion pi ture, we just write

sin e it looks like a total Hamiltonian in intera tion pi ture, but it is a

We

ould try to express

â(t)

in terms of

ĤI .

This

an provoke

ommon pra ti e, sadly.

âI (t):
â(t) = eiĤ(t−t0 ) â(t0 )e−iĤ(t−t0 ) ;
âI (t) = eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) â(t0 )e−iĤ0 (t−t0 ) ;
â(t0 ) = e−iĤ0 (t−t0 ) âI (t)eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) ;

â(t) = eiĤ(t−t0 ) e−iĤ0 (t−t0 ) âI (t)eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) e−iĤ(t−t0 ) = Û † (t, t0 )âI (t)Û (t, t0 ).
Also, be ause states are time-independent in Heisenberg pi ture,

|Ψ(t)i = |Ψ(t0 )i = |ΨI (t0 )i ;
|ΨI (t)i = Û (t, t0 ) |ΨI (t0 )i = Û (t, t0 ) |Ψ(t)i .
States and operators from Heisenberg- and intera tion- pi tures are related through

â(t) = Û † (t, t0 ) âI (t) Û (t, t0 );
|Ψi = Û † (t, t0 ) |ΨI (t)i .

The Dyson formula
Now we derive the Dyson formula for

Û (t, t0 ).

We start by dierentiating the denition of

Û

with respe t to

Û (t, t0 ) = eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) e−iĤ(t−t0 ) ;
i

d
Û (t, t0 ) = −eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) Ĥ0 e−iĤ(t−t0 ) + eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) Ĥ e−iĤ(t−t0 ) =
dt

eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) Ĥint e−iĤ(t−t0 ) = eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) Ĥint e−iĤ0 (t−t0 ) eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) e−iĤ(t−t0 )
= ĤI (t)Û (t, t0 ).
We are therefore solving a S hrodinger-like equation

i

oin ide

ru ial role in dening the intera tion pi ture.

d
Û (t, t0 ) = ĤI (t) Û (t, t0 )
dt
2

t:

onfusion

with an initial

ondition

Û (t0 , t0 ) = 1.
Unlike the usual S hrodinger equation in the S hrodinger pi ture, it

h
i
Û (t, t0 ); ĤI (t) 6= 0.

The dierential equation for

Û (t, t0 )

an not be solved by exponentiation, be ause in general

an be rewritten in a, perhaps, more familiar to the reader form:

iD ◦ Û (t, t0 ) = 0;

D=

d
+ iĤI (t).
dt

This exa tly resembles the parallel-transport equations from gauge/Riemannian geometry. The  ovariant derivative
the gauge

onne tion

Therefore, we

ĤI (t)

whi h does not

ommute with the holonomy operator

an use the general solution for the holonomy of the gauge

Û (t, t0 ) = T exp




−i


where

T exp

ˆt
t0

D

ontains

Û (t, t0 ).

onne tion along the

[t0 , t]

interval:



dt′ ĤI (t′ ) ,


is the time-ordered exponential, whi h is rather formal an should be understood as a Tailor series with ea h term

time-ordered. This formula is

alled the Dyson formula.

Let's prove that the time-ordered exponential solves exa tly the dierential equation for

Û (t, t0 ) = T exp




−i


1 + (−i)

ˆt

dt′ ĤI (t′ ) + (−i)2

ˆt

ˆt
t0

dt′

d
i Û (t, t0 ) = ĤI (t) + (−i)
dt

ˆt

above:



dt′ ĤI (t′ ) =


ˆt′

dt′′ ĤI (t′ )ĤI (t′′ ) + ...;

t0

t0

t0

Û (t, t0 )

dt′ ĤI (t)ĤI (t′ ) + ... = ĤI (t) Û (t, t0 ).

t0
So the Dyson formula indeed solves exa tly the dierential equation for
The Dyson formula relates the intera tion-pi ture evolution operator

Û (t, t0 ).

Û (t, t0 ) to the intera

tion-pi ture intera tion Hamiltonian

ĤI (t):
Û (t, t0 ) = T exp




−i



ˆt
t0



dt′ ĤI (t′ ) .


Unitary evolution of states
Finally, let's dene

•

It

•

The

Û (ta , tb )

in su h a way that

oin ides with our denition of
omposition law

Û (t, t0 ) = eiĤ0 (t−t0 ) e−iĤ(t−t0 ) ,

Û (ta , tb ) Û (tb , tc ) = Û (ta , tc )

is obeyed.

The obvious denition is

Û (ta , tb ) = Û (ta , t0 ) Û † (tb , t0 ) = eiĤ0 (ta −t0 ) e−iĤ(ta −tb ) e−iĤ0 (tb −t0 ) .

3

It obviously redu es to the denition of

Û (t, t0 )

when

tb = t0 .

Lets

he k the

omposition law:

Û (ta , tb ) Û (tb , tc ) = eiĤ0 (ta −t0 ) e−iĤ(ta −tb ) e−iĤ0 (tb −t0 ) eiĤ0 (tb −t0 )
e−iĤ(tb −tc ) e−iĤ0 (tc −t0 ) = eiĤ0 (ta −t0 ) e−iĤ(ta −tc ) e−iĤ0 (tc −t0 ) = Û (ta , tc ).
The evolution of states in intera tion pi ture between two arbitrary moments of time is determined by the unitary evolution
operator

Û (ta , tb ) = eiĤ0 (ta −t0 ) e−iĤ(ta −tb ) e−iĤ0 (tb −t0 ) = T exp





The

omposition law

Û (ta , tb ) Û (tb , tc ) = Û (ta , tc )

−i

ˆtb
ta



dt ĤI (t) .


is satised. In parti ular, it means that

Û −1 (ta , tb ) = Û † (ta , tb ) = Û (tb , ta ).
The moment of time

t = t0

is given a spe ial treat in the intera tion pi ture formalism, sin e at

t = t0

obje ts exa tly resemble the same obje ts in Heisenberg pi ture. Therefore, the existen e of spe ial
ne essary

ondition for mat hing values between two pi tures. The numeri

matrix elements are t0 -independent.

4

value of

t0

all the intera tion-pi ture

t0

must be understood as

has no physi al meaning: observable

